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Abstract

Drones are a crucial part of our future society. They are a part of the recent autonomous revolution

that has been initiated by AI. Drone adoption in the commercial sector is ever-growing. If we are to

make these devices a part of our critical infrastructure, then we should ensure that they are secure

from malicious actors who seek to exploit them.

By performing a thorough investigation of the security of a specific popular drone model,

the DJI Mini 2, we have established a general security analysis of its system and identified probable

threats. Our research has mapped out and analyzed the internal workings of the drone to

understand how the system works and to identify what security precautions DJI have taken as they

developed this drone.

Our research and analysis of the DJI Mini 2 did not reveal any major vulnerabilities. This

research focused on examining and trying to intercept the wireless communication between the

ground control and drone, which is an in-house transmission technology named Ocusync. The

analysis revealed that Ocusync is a robust technology that is difficult for attackers to listen to and to

tamper with.
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Sammanfattning

Drönare är en nödvändig del av vårt framtida samhälle. De är en del av den nya

automatiseringrevolutionen som har initierats av AI. Användandet av drönare inom den

kommersiella sektorn växer ständigt. Om vi ska göra dessa enheter till en del av vår kritiska

infrastruktur, då behöver vi säkerställa att de är säkra från illvilliga aktörer som söker att utnyttja

dem.

Genom en grundlig undersökning av säkerheten av en specifik populär drönarmodell,

nämligen DJI Mini 2, har vi etablerat en generell säkerhetsanalys om dess system och identifierat

möjliga hot. Vår forskning har kartlagt och analyserat det interna processerna av drönaren för att

förstå hur systemet funkar och för att identifiera vilka säkerhetsåtgärder som DJI har tagit under

utvecklingen av denna drönare.

Vår forskning och analys av DJI Mini 2 avslöjade inga större sårbarheter. Denna forskning

fokuserade på att undersöka och försöka fånga upp den trådlösa kommunikationen mellan

markkontroll och drönare, vilket är en intern överföringsteknologi som heter Ocusync. Analysen

avslöjade att Ocusync är en robust teknologi som är svår för angripare att lyssna på och manipulera.

Nyckelord

Drön, UAV, hacking, säkerhet, hotmodellering, penetrationstestning
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1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence has created a new autonomous revolution. Drones fill a crucial part of this new

era of automation. Initially created for military operations, drones have been widely adopted by

hobbyists and cinematographers. The future of drones lies in the ever-growing field of commercial

use.

Drones will replace humans in watering and spraying pesticides on farms. They will help

prevent forest fires more efficiently. They will even be painting the exterior of your house in a

fraction of the time that it takes for humans to do so. The commercial application areas of drones

are vast[1].

The market value of commercial drones in 2020 was around 13.5 billion USD. The revenue

forecast for 2025 is 129 billion USD, which means a 10-time growth in just five years[2].

The increasing reliance on drones makes their integrity ever more important for the

functioning of our society. As drones are introduced to more and more domains such as mining,

farming, and delivery, a drone vulnerability could cause substantial damage to these sectors, our

economy, and our societies at large.

The largest manufacturer of commercial drones is currently the Chinese company DJI. The DJI

Mini 2 is one of the newly released drone models by DJI. Released in November 2020, the DJI Mini

2 is the predecessor to Mavic Mini. This small drone only weighs 249 grams, just enough to bypass

some governmental regulatory restrictions by being classified as a ‘safe drone’[3].

The thesis aimed to explore the system of DJI Mini 2 to find possible vulnerabilities that

malicious actors could exploit. As drone technology innovations are being developed ever faster, we

decided to take a closer look at one of the newest models that the consumer drone market has to

offer.

1.1 Sustainability

Drone manufacturers should perform extensive evaluation and testing on their products. Improved

security measures during development ensures a more sustainable production and innovation. The

methods and results of this thesis can be a useful guide for drone security assessments and testing.

1.2 Ethics

To ensure the security of a system, security researchers, also known as ‘white hats’, will try to break

into it[22]. If a vulnerability is found it can be patched without any harm being done to the system.

This is the process of ethical hacking, also known as penetration testing.

DJI operates a bug bounty program that grants a monetary incentive for security researchers

to find vulnerabilities in their systems[23]. DJI has provided detailed instructions on how to

properly disclose a newly found security flaw in their system. In the event of finding a vulnerability

in the DJI Mini 2 system, we will follow the disclosure guidelines provided by DJI.

1.3 Problem

As drones are adopted to automate more vital commercial sectors, their security becomes crucial for

the safe functioning of these domains. Before we integrate drones into these parts of commercial

enterprise we have to ask ourselves; are the security measures implemented in drone systems

enough? How secure are drones?
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1.4 Purpose

This thesis has answered the problem statement by creating a thorough security analysis of the DJI

Mini 2. The attack surfaces of the device have been outlined in the coming chapters and the risk

analysis has highlighted what impact a possible vulnerability in these surfaces could have.

As technological development enters a phase of rapid advancement, secure design usually

becomes an afterthought for developers. Developers need to build their devices from the perspective

of secure design. Security as an afterthought is not acceptable when the consequences of a security

vulnerability could cause considerable harm to property and people.

1.5 Goals

The goal of this thesis was to create a thorough analysis of the security system of the DJI Mini 2.

This goal has been divided into the following three sub-goals:

1. A detailed explanation of the drone system architecture.

2. Create a threat model

3. Execute penetration tests.

This project has delivered a report on the security of DJI Mini 2. It has also explained how this

security analysis was conducted.

1.6 Delimitations

Due to the limited time frame of this research, and due to the complexity of the target UAVs system,

we decided to focus on creating a thorough investigation of only one attack surface, namely the

in-house transmission technology Ocusync. Other attack surfaces are explained in this thesis but not

explored fully.

Another delimitation was to not perform a physical analysis of the device's hardware. This

means that the device was not disassembled to identify its underlying components. We made this

delimitation due to our lack of experience with hardware.

1.7 Structure of the thesis

The next chapter, 2-Background, describes the concept of drones. It will also go into greater detail

about the system architecture of DJI Mini 2 and some technologies used within its system. Chapter

3-Methodology explains the methods we used to evaluate the security of the drone, such as; threat

modeling, risk assessment, and penetration tests. Chapter 4-Threat Model describes the threats

found in the DJI Mini 2 system.

Chapter 5-Analysis goes into depth on the attack surface which we decided to penetration

test, namely Ocusync. Chapter 6-Penetration Tests contains the report on the Ocusync penetration

tests that were conducted. Finally, chapter 7-Conclusion and Future Work concludes the report with

some afterthought and reflection on our research.

1.8 Related work

There are many thorough studies on the security of different drone models. In [37] the security of

the DJI Mavic 2 Zoom was assessed and the authors found and reported a software vulnerability in

the drone’s firmware. The Parrot ANAFI drone security was assessed in [15]. No major

vulnerabilities were found since the drone manufacturers, Parrot, had mitigated previously

disclosed vulnerabilities. This showed that the manufacturers put effort into the security of their
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product. Another study [48] conducted a comprehensive and systematic literature review of general

drone security against cyberattacks , which concluded that Spoofing and Denial of Service attacks

are the most common attacks performed against drones.

The end of this research paper focuses on the two transmission methods used by Ocusync,

namely Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) and Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing (OFDM). The security of FHSS was assessed by [42], which concludes that FHSS is a

difficult transmission technology to attack. The report outlines a method for extracting the hopping

pattern, which then enables jammers, sniffers, and spoofers. This method follows three steps;

1. Mesure channel information - ascertain channel width, number of channels available, and

hopping speed.

2. Detecting channel activeness -  record history of activated channels.

3. Search for the period - search the recorded active channel history for repetition to find a

period.

In the report [43], the authors successfully demodulate a OFDM signal. This is done by first

extracting the necessary OFDM transmission parameters, which are:

● Cyclic prefix length

● Symbol length

● Number of subcarriers

● Pilot tone location and value

Two methods for obtaining these parameters blindly are disclosed in the report. Once these

parameters are known, then demodulation of the OFDM signals is possible. The results of the report

are limited since one of the methods is not applicable to practical scenarios, due to its low tolerance

of noise, and the other method has a noticeable error margin.
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2 Background

2.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Drones, or as most academic research refers to them; Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), are

aircraft that operate without a human pilot onboard [10]. They can either be controlled by a

ground-based controller or they can operate under a certain degree of autonomy. Some high-end

drones can navigate fully autonomously via GPS[11]. This means that they can be fed coordinates

and then fly there without any human supervision or control. Since GPS does not tell the drone if

there is an obstacle blocking its path to its destination, these drones use sophisticated sensor-based

obstacle avoidance technologies to ensure that they do not crash into any static infrastructure on

route[12]. Obstacle avoidance is much less common on larger drones that only fly at a high

altitude[13].

Drones are more often controlled by a ground controller that is operated by a human. The

controller communicates with the drone via WiFi or similar technology. DJI’s new drone models use

their in-house communication technology called OcuSync. The controller can control the 3D

movement of the drone and receives a live camera feed from the drone.

2.2 DJI (Company)

Established in 2006 on the southeast coast city of Shenzhen, China[4] - DJI has become the main

player in the drone market. With a drone market share of around 70%, DJI is the biggest drone

company by a large margin[2].

DJI drones are widely used by cinematographers and hobbyists. Some of their products are

even used by military and law enforcement[5]. They also have drone models that are designed for

agricultural use, such as crop spraying and crop surveillance[8].

DJI drones have been involved in some controversial incidents. In January 2015, a DJI

drone landed on the White House’s lawn[9]. DJI then implemented no-fly zones into the firmware

of their drones to prevent such incidents from happening in the future. DJI drones have also been

used by ISIS in 2016 for surveillance, propaganda, and exploding devices[7]. In a more positive light

- as of 2020, DJI drones have been involved in rescuing over 500 people from dangerous

environments[6].
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2.3 DJI Mini 2

Figure 2.1: DJI Mini 2 main components.

Released in November 2020, the DJI Mini 2 is the predecessor to the Mavic Mini. Although the look

and feel of the drones are quite similar, some components have gotten a significant

improvement[19]. The noteworthy improvements are; 4k image capture capabilities and an

impressive improvement to its transmission technology. Instead of using WiFi for the

communication between the controller and the drone, the Mini 2 uses OcuSync 2.0. OcuSync is an

in-house transmission technology created by DJI. It gives the Mini 2 a more stable transmission

feed and enables the drone to be controlled from a maximum distance of 10 kilometers.

The Mini 2 comes with a controller that allows the user to control the movement and

camera of the drone [20]. The controller has a mount where users can mount their smartphones.

With the smartphone mounted, and the DJI Fly mobile app running, the user will be able to see a

live feed of the camera footage on the phone. The drone can only be controlled when the

smartphone is connected to the controller, it can not be controlled with just the controller or just the

smartphone. The term ground control is used to refer to both the controller and phone connected.

The camera recording can be saved on the phone or in a microSD card inserted in the drone.

When the controller or drone is connected through the DJI Fly app, the user will be notified

if a new firmware update is available. When a drone firmware is available it is downloaded through

the Fly app and then transmitted to the drone wirelessly through OcuSync via the controller.

Compared to some higher-end drone models, the Mini 2 is lacking in some smart

functionality capabilities[21]. It does not have any obstacle avoidance, no active target tracking,

limited intelligent flight modes, and no waypoint mission planning. The lack of these intelligent

functions is probably what led to the drone having such a low cost and lightweight since the drones

do not have to be equipped with the expensive and heavy sensors that enable these features.

The Mini 2 does have a few autonomous flight modes such as the Return To Home function

and QuickShorts[20]. The Return To Home function lands the aircraft in the last recorded Home

Point. This is a useful function that is automatically called whenever the battery of the aircraft
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reaches a critical low. It can also be called manually by the operator to ensure that the drone lands

safely in a predetermined location. The QuickShots are different aerial maneuvers that the drone

can perform to capture cinematic footage. One of these QuickShots, for instance, is the Boomerang,

where the drone flies around the subject and ascends as it flies away from the starting point and

descends as it flies back.

2.4 DJI Fly App

The DJI Fly app can be installed for both IOS and Android smartphones. The app gives the user

access to camera settings, UAV flight information, firmware updates, and much more. Video and

image capture are also stored inside the smartphone through the app. The app provides easy access

to DJIs own social platform, called SkyPixel, that allows sharing of aerial visual media. The main

functionality of the app is to display the live camera feed of the UAV during flight.

2.5 OcuSync 2.0

The in-house transmission technology, OcuSync 2.0, is what enables the DJI Mini 2 to have reliable

and efficient data transmission, especially large and high-quality video data. OcuSync is more of a

software-based system and more of an SDR, which enables it to be flexible in its use and easily

upgradable [30]. OcuSync 2.0 has the lowest latency of 130 milliseconds, which allows it to be used

with First-Person goggles for an enhanced flying experience. Ocusync automatically switches

between the 2.4 and 5 GHz spectrum and has a 1080p video transmission range of up to 8 km.

DJI has created many different transmission technologies over the years. Predecessors to

Ocusync 2.0 are; Lightbridge, Lightbridge 2.0, and Ocusync 1.0. DJI has also recently, as of the

writing of this report, launched the third iteration of Ocusync, Ocusync 3.0 (O3). O3 was introduced

with the launch of the DJI FPV drone in March 2021[51]. With each new iteration, the transmission

technology becomes better and better, allowing higher video resolution streaming, lower latency,

and longer transmission range.

2.6 GPS

GPS, or Global Positioning System, is a satellite-based system used for positioning, navigation, and

timing[26]. GPS technically refers specifically to the satellite navigation system of the USA. There

are many other satellite navigation systems in use, such as the Russian-based GLONASS and the

European-based GALILEO. GPS is often used to refer to all satellite navigation systems used around

the globe.

GPS is a vital technology in our modern society. In 2019, an estimated 6.4 billion devices

were using GPS worldwide[28]. Civilian GPS signals are unencrypted, allowing malicious actors to

easily spoof a GPS signal.

When the GPS signal is strong, the DJI Mini 2 uses GPS to stabilize itself. This allows the

UAV to achieve a stable automatic hover in mid-air. When the GPS signal is weak, such as when

flying indoors, the UAV will switch to using its Downward Vision System to stabilize. With the

Downward Vision System, the UAV will use its two infrared sensors in the bottom to stabilize itself.

GPS is also used to implement DJI’s GEO System, which delineates and prevents UAVs

from flying in prohibited GEO zones, such as airports, power plants, and prisons[33].
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2.7 DUML

DUML, or DJI Universal Markup Language, is a proprietary protocol used when transferring data

between different modules inside the UAV[29][37]. A module is a programmable device, such as a

processor. The modules inside the DJI Mini 2 are the IMU, GPS, Gimbal, Flight Control, mainboard,

camera, and more. DUML is also used in the OcuSync communication channels, according to [37].

Figure 2.2: DUML protocol header structure.
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3 Methodology

There are many methodologies that can be followed in the field of vulnerability detection and

penetration testing. The threat model we created follows the Microsoft threat modeling process,

which is a six step process for finding all possible threats in a system [14]. This process is designed

after the STRIDE categorization, which is a categorization of  all possible threats [16].

3.1 Research Process

To get a better understanding of the drone hacking domain, general literary research was conducted

on this topic. Other research papers on similar topics have been studied. News articles about the DJI

Mini 2 have also been a great source of relevant information. The Mini 2 User Manual has been

thoroughly read, giving an understanding of the inner workings of the drone and its functionalities.

‘IoT Penetration Testing Cookbook’, by A. Guzman[32], was a great source for knowledge on how

to efficiently plan and execute penetration tests on an IoT device and was the source for most of the

methodology of this research.

3.2 Threat modeling

Imagine your house being at risk of a burglary. You have a safe in a certain place in the house. The

important papers and contracts that relate to your property in another place and jewelry hidden in

your bedside drawer. What is your plan to protect your home and the information inside it from

theft and how will you thwart a possible burglary. When establishing a plan to protect your property

it is good to follow advice and guides from experts. External doors, windows, chimneys, and

ventilation inlets located inside the home are all potential threats. We'll give them the name Attack

surfaces, or Entry points[32].

Now, after we have created the analogy of the house and the possible burglary, we now know

that there are threats that we have to define in order to secure the house. We can translate the

‘house’ to the system, and the ’burglar’ to the hacker. By following the process developed by

Microsoft[14], we can ensure the security of the system from hackers by identifying as many threats

as possible, as we can see in the following figure:
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Figure 3.1: Microsoft's threat model process

1. Identify assets - Identify the assets that need to be protected. These would be doors,

windows, and chimneys, as in the house analogy. In the domain of cybersecurity, these

assets would be all the software and hardware components that residing in the system.

2. Create architectur overview - an architectural overview is created to provide an outline of

the system. This includes the sub-systems and the components that make up the

system[14]. This work is done after reviewing the User Cases, which in turn explains how

the system works in addition to identifying the technologies used.

3. Decompose the device - this step delves into the analysis of the system.

4. Identify threats - defining trust limits, access points, each user's privileges and

documenting all of this in a security file. It is a necessary step forward in identifying

potential threats.

Looking at the approach taken by Microsoft, figure 3.1, we find that many important

perspectives are covered to include the largest possible number of threats. Taking this approach is

very important, but the last two steps are more appropriate for developers who were originally

involved in the system building process. As for the people who study system security without

knowing the first stages of the construction process, and that lack many details related to the

system, like us, can skip these last two steps[15].

The STRIDE model, which in turn is a tool that adopts the same approach mentioned

previously, classifies potential threats into 6 categories that help to extract the largest possible
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number of threats through the classifications followed. STRIDE is an abbreviation for the following

classifications[16]:

● Spoofing.

● Tampering.

● Repudiation.

● Information Disclosure.

● Denial of Service.

● Elevation of privilege .

3.3 Risk assessment

After detecting the possible threats in the device and knowing the entry points through which the

damage can be caused, we think that it is imperative to start work on securing these points and

addressing these defects. For example, if we know that the front door, back doors, windows, and

chimney are threats to the safety of the home, how can we secure them?

There are several threat rating systems that are used to identify the most serious threats and

test them first before other threats. This is done by determining the extent of the damage that can be

executed on the device if this threat is exploited. DREAD is one of these systems that determine the

severity of each threat[32].

Using DREAD, the hacker can assign each threat a specific score, and then arrange the threats

according to the score they carry. Which is the most dangerous, the least dangerous, and so on. This

process is effective in determining the severity of the threats, but it includes a weakness as the

distribution of risk depends on the skill of the hacker and his previous experience of implementing

DREAD.

In our project, we will adopt the rating system for DREAD from 1-3, where 1 represents the

low risk, 2 is the medium risk, and 3 is the high risk. As for how to use DREAD, see Appendix A to

learn how to implement this rating system.

3.4 Penetration testing

To ensure the security of a system, you can try to break into the system to see how secure it is. This

is the philosophy of penetration testing[24].  This poses an ethical dilemma that can be likened to

the following analogy: Imagine that your neighbors ask you to steal their daughter's bicycle. Their

aim is that they want to know how hard it would be for actual thieves to do so. You have the

authority from the parents to perform the bike theft, but isn't this action still considered illegal?

Penetration testing is like this analogy, where you are asked to perform an action that would

normally be considered illegal.

The Zero Entry Hacking methodology describes four phases for penetration testing[25].

These phases are repeated in an ongoing cyclical fashion of research and attack against a system

until full access to the system is achieved.
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Figure 3.2: Cyclical representation of Zero-Day Entry Hacking methodology

1. Reconnaissance - Gather information about the target

2. Scanning - Scan the system for vulnerabilities

3. Exploitation - Begin attacking the vulnerabilities found in the previous step

4. Maintain Access - Initial system access is only temporary. Make the connection

permanent by installing a backdoor.

Penetration testing has the aim of understanding a system and finding vulnerabilities in it.

These vulnerabilities could stem from different sources, such as:

1. Bad design & implementation - not using secure coding techniques

2. Poor system configurations - using weak or default passwords

3. Insecure network - transferring unencrypted network data.

4. Human error

There are many different types of penetration tests that can be performed, such as:

1. Network services

2. Web application

3. Wireless

4. Client-side

5. Social Engineering

The penetration tests performed in this thesis are client-side penetration tests, where we

explore vulnerabilities in the firmware, and wireless penetration tests, where we attempt to disrupt

the GPS communication with the drone.

3.5 Reverse engineering

The code that is running natively on a device is called firmware. This Firmware is sometimes

protected by the manufacturer who does not want the firmware code to be copied or viewed by

others. Malicious actors that want to find vulnerabilities in firmware can use the technique of

reverse engineering to understand the underlying code or even get a modifiable copy of the code.

Reverse engineering is the process of deconstructing some object to reveal knowledge about it[17].
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The firmware code is usually protected by its binary machine language format. These ones

and zeros that the device is running are hard for humans to understand. Binary reverse engineering

can be done with a disassembler program. The disassembler can transform binary machine code

into a higher-level language code that humans can understand and edit[18]. This is a powerful tool

that allows you to view and edit what should not be viewed or edited.
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4 Threat Model

This chapter describes the threat model created for the DJI Mini 2. It follows the methodology from

the book ‘IoT Penetration Testing Cookbook’, by A. Guzman, which was mentioned in chapter 3.

4.1 System Assets

The starting point of the approach is to identify the assets in the system, as we will see in the figure

below. This step is considered a comprehensive and general illustrative map, as it contains all the

basic assets in the system, through which we can delve deeper and research the branches of each

asset.

ID Asset Description

1 Drone Communication with ground

control via the in-house

transmission technology

Ocusync. A live feed of camera

footage is transmitted to the

ground control. Contains an

SD card slot to store images

and videos.

2 Smartphone Connects to the controller via

USB. Runs the DJI Fly app.

3 DJI Fly app Used to control the drone, edit

flight settings, edit camera

configurations, and display

live footage feed from the

drone.

4 Controller Used to:

1. Control the drone’s

movements manually.

2. Receive live footage from a

drone.

3. Transmit firmware update

to the drone.

Need to be connected to a

smartphone via USB to

function.
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5 Ocusync DJI:s proprietary data

transmission system. Offers

low latency HD wireless video

signal and control signal.

Allows a transmission range of

up to 10 kilometers.

Used to transfer packages

between the ground control

and the drone.

6 Drone firmware Controls the whole drone

system. Firmware updates are

administered through the

ground control via OcuSync.

7 Controller firmware Run the system of the

controller. Is updated through

a smartphone connected to it

via USB.

8 MicroSD Inserted into the drone to

store images and videos. It

also stores flight logs in an

encrypted format.

Figure 4.1: Table of assets found in the drones system

Figure 4.2: Asset diagram showing how the assets communicate with each other.

The aircraft uses GPS tracking to locate itself and stabilize[20]. When the GPS signal is weak, it uses

a downward-facing sensor to locate and stabilize itself. The in-house transmission protocol,

OcuSync 2.0, is used between ground control and the aircraft. The ground controls receive drone
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information such as drone footage and location from the aircraft. The aircraft, in turn, receives

operational instructions from the ground control.

4.2 Use Cases

The use cases describe different scenarios of how the Mini 2 can be used. The purpose of use cases is

to get a good overview of the system, to help identify assets, and to give context to the assets.

Use cases :

1. User links controller and drone with the DJI Fly app

2. The user performs automated drone takeoff and landing

3. The user performs manual drone takeoff and landing.

4. The user plugs in the drone to the computer to transfer drone footage

5. The user activates the Return To Home (RTH) function to return the drone to

its last registered home point.

6. User updates the drone’s firmware

1. User links controller and drone with the DJI Fly app

● User powers on the drone and controller.

● The user connects a smartphone to the controller with the USB cable.

● The user launches the DJI Fly app on the smartphone.

● The user taps the ‘Connect to aircraft’ button on the App. Afterward, the user goes

to the settings icon (top right) and goes to the ‘Control’ tab. The user scrolls down

and presses the ‘Connect to aircraft’ button. Now the controller will beep and blink,

indicating that it is ready to link with the drone.

● User presses and holds the power button on the drone for four seconds. The drone

will then also enter linking mode, indicated by a beep and blinking. After a few

seconds, the drone and controller will find each other. The app will start to show a

live feed from the drone’s camera, which indicates that the link has been

established.

2. The user performs automated drone takeoff and landing

● User powers on the drone.

● The user connects a smartphone to the controller via USB

● The user launches DJI Fly app on a smartphone

● User powers on the controller, which then connects to the drone.

● The user presses the automatic takeoff button on the smartphone. The drone turns

on motors, takes off, and hovers at a height of 1.2 meters.

● The user presses the automatic landing button on the smartphone. The drone

slowly starts descending to the ground and then turns off its motors.

3. The user performs manual drone takeoff and landing.

● The user powers on the drone.

● The user connects a smartphone to the controller via USB

● The user launches DJI Fly app on a smartphone

● The user powers on the controller, which then connects to the drone.
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● The user pushes both control sticks to the center to manually start motors.

● The user pushes the left joystick to ascend the drone.

● The user pushes the left joystick down to descend the drone.

● The user keeps the joystick pushed down after landing to turn off the drone’s

motors.

4. The user plugs in the drone to the computer to transfer drone footage:

● The user turns on the drone.

● The user plugs in the drone to the computer using a USB cable.

● The user transfers drone footage from the microSD card on the drone to the

computer, without taking out the microSD card.

5. The user uses the Return To Home (RTH) function to return the drone to its

last registered home point:

● User pilots the drone from takeoff. The Home Point is automatically set to where

the drone performed takeoff.

● The user presses the RTH button. The drone will fly back to the home point and

hover over it. Then the drone lands and turns off its motors.

6. User updates the drone’s firmware:

● The user connects ground control to the drone

● The user gets prompted on the smartphone that a firmware update is available. The

user presses the button that initializes the firmware update.

● The user waits until the firmware update process is complete.
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4.3 System Architecture

Figure 4.3: System architecture of the DJI Mini 2.

4.4 Technologies

Technology Description

DUML DJI Universal Markup Language - a

proprietary protocol used internally through

the drone system.

Ocusync 2.0 The communication system between ground

control and drone.

GPS Global Positioning System - navigation system

used to get the drone’s global position.

Linux OS The operating system that the firmware is

running on.

DJI Fly app Provides a user interface for interacting with

the drone.

ARM Processor architecture mainly used in

embedded devices and smartphones.

Figure 4.4: Table of technologies found in the DJI Mini 2 system.
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4.5 Data flow architecture

Figure 4.5: Data flow diagram of the system. The identified entry points are highlighted with the

orange color.

To be able to understand the security of the system properly, we must identify possible entry points.

These points help greatly in understanding the process of data transmission in the system. From

these points, any input to the system can be given. Thus, these points are considered the first

stations for hackers to search for and analyze so that they can use them later to form attacks on the

system and inject harmful inputs. Looking at figure 4.5, we find that many entry points can be

identified and put in the table below  to be used in the phase of identifying possible threats later.

# Entry Point Description

1 OcuSync Wireless communication

technology used between

ground control and drone.

2 GPS Global Positioning System,

used by the drone to stabilize

and to be able to hover in mid

air.

3 DJI Fly App Provides a user interface for

interacting with the drone.

4 Drone firmware Controls the drone’s inner
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system.

5 Controller Firmware Controls the controller's inner

system.

6 MicroSD Used for image and video

storage on the drone.Also

stores drone logs.

Figure 4.6: Entry points into the drones system

4.6 Identifying Threats

With the data flow understood and possible entry points defined, we can continue with identifying

and categorizing the threats. The following high-level threats to the Mini 2 were identified:

Threat type Analysis

Spoofing ● Spoofing the GPS satellite.

● Spoofing the controller’s OcuSync connection with the drone.

● Spoofing the DJI Fly app.

Tampering with data ● Tampering with packets sent via OcuSync between controller

and drone to change drone behavior or to feed faulty

information to the controller.

● Tampering with firmware code of the drone, or the

controller, to gather system information or to take control of

the drone.

● Tampering with the DJI Fly app to change the return home

point.

Repudiation Out of scope

Information disclosure ● Access flight logs from the drone.

● Access user’s account login from the DJI Fly app.

● Access camera footage from the live feed, SD card, or from

the DJI Fly app.

Denial of service ● GPS jamming.

● OcuSync jamming.

Elevation of privilege ● Gaining access to a service in the drone and elevating that

service access to root access using an exploit.

Figure 4.7: Table with STRIDE categorization of the threats found.

Figure 4.7 shows the possible threats found for the Mini 2. By specifying the threat scenarios we get

a shorter list that include one or more of the threats found in figure 4.7:

1. Remotely gain ground control access to UAV (OcuSync spoofing).

2. Eavesdrop on data flow between ground control and drone (OcuSync eavesdrop).
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3. Remotely interrupt ground control connection to the UAV (OcuSync jamming).

4. Remotely gain control over the UAVs perceived GPS positioning (GPS spoofing).

5. Remotely interrupt UAVs GPS positioning (GPS jamming).

6. Initiate a false remote firmware update and install malware into the drone.

7. Deceive users into installing a fake DJI Fly app.

8. Insert SD card with a maliciously programmed processor controller.

The following threat will not be explored further, due to the reasoning below:

GPS spoofing - Since the DJI Mini 2 only uses GPS for stabilization, and not for navigation, a GPS

spoof would not lead to the attacker having movement control over the drone. The result of a GPS

spoof would probably be much similar to the results of a GPS jamming attack, which is that the

drone would lose stabilization and crash down. For this reasoning, we have decided to not explore

this attack further.

Other drones that can use GPS for navigation, such as the DJI Mavic Air 2, are at a much

higher risk of GPS spoofing. These drones are vulnerable to losing control of their autonomous

navigation against a GPS spoofing attack[34].

4.7 Document the Threats

Threat ID 1

Threat description Attacker gains remote ground control access to UAV

Threat target Ocusync

Attack technique The attacker can forge packets and send them via Ocusync to the drone.

The drone is deceived into thinking that the fake packets originate from

legitimate ground control. The attacker then deauthenticate the

legitimate ground control, so that only the attacker has control over the

drone.

Additional

information

This attack has been successful with specific drones using Wifi, such as

the Parrot AR. Drone 2[46]. Attempting this attack on an in-house

communication technology like Ocusync would be a more difficult, but

also a more distinguished, challenge.

Threat ID 2

Threat description Attacker eavesdrops on the data flow between the ground

control and UAV.

Threat target Ocusync

Attack technique The attacker can receive and read the packets sent between the ground

control and drone.
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Threat ID 3

Threat description Attacker jams the OcuSync communication between drone and

ground control.

Threat target OcuSync

Attack technique Attacker broadcasts OcuSync packages in high frequency, thus drowning

out the real packets originating from the legit controller. The drone would

then hover in place and the legit user would be unable to control it or to

receive any data from it.

Threat ID 4

Threat description Attacker jams the GPS communication between the drone and

the GPS satellite

Threat target GPS

Attack technique The attacker broadcasts fake GPS signals at the same frequency as the

drone, preventing the drone from maintaining its connection to the

satellite. If the drone is at a high enough altitude during the attack, it will

fall and crash.

Additional

information

If the Mini 2 experiences GPS interference during mid-flight, it will not

be able to stabilize itself automatically. This leads to the drone entering

Attitude (ATTI) mode, where the drone needs to be stabilized manually

by the controller[20]. The drone will start to crash down, but the pilot

can prevent this by pulling up on the control stick.

Threat ID 5

Threat description Attacker installs malware into the UAV

Threat target Ocusync

Attack technique The attacker initiates a false remote firmware update with the drone. The

attacker then installs the new firmware with malware into the drone. This

can potentially give the attacker full control over the drone.

Threat ID 6

Threat description Attacker gets control over the users DJI Fly app

Threat target DJI Fly app

Attack technique The attacker gets access to the code base for the DJI Fly app and modifies

it with malware. The attacker somehow gets the user to install this

modified app, thinking that it is the legit DJI Fly app. Now the attacker

has full control over the drone while the user uses the fake app to pilot the

drone.
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Threat ID 7

Threat description Attacker Inserts a maliciously programmed SD card

Threat target MicroSD card

Attack technique The attacker reprograms the firmware of a microSD card to perform a

man-in-the-middle attack. The attacker inserts this SD card into the

victim's drone. The attacker can save, manipulate and hide files on the

card.

Additional

information

This attack technique was discovered by A. Huang and S. Cross[36]. The

research reveals that SD cards have fully programmable embedded

controllers, which enables a malicious actor to perform

man-in-the-middle attacks on the data in the victim’s SD card.

4.8 Risk assessment

ID Threat D R E A D Su

m

Rating

1 Attacker gains remote ground

control access to UAV

3 2 2 2 2 11 High

2 Attacker eavesdrops on the

data flow between the ground

control and UAV.

1 2 2 2 3 10 Medium

3 Attacker jams the OcuSync

communication between UAV

and ground control.

1 2 2 2 2 9 Low

4 Attacker jams the GPS

communication between the

UAV and the GPS satellite

2 2 3 2 2 11 High

5 Attacker installs malware

into the UAV

3 1 1 2 2 9 Low

6 Attacker gets control over the

users DJI Fly app

3 2 1 2 2 10 Medium

7 Attacker Inserts a maliciously

programmed SD card

1 2 1 2 2 8 Low

Figure 4.8: Table of DREAD categorization of identified threats
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5 Analysis

We decided to focus on Ocusync as our main attack vector into the system. This chapter details the

system analysis conducted on the DJI Mini 2 before launching penetration tests.

The information gathered in this stage was crucial for gaining a deeper understanding of

how Ocusync functions. We analyzed the firmware of the drone to gain information about how the

Ocusync communication was handled. We also examined the Ocusync communication directly

using the HackRF SDR.

5.1 Tools used

Name Description

DJI-firmware-tools A suite of tools for extracting and interacting

with DJI firmware.

Dank-drone-downloader A website with a large collection of old and new

DJI firmware which can be downloaded.

Binwalk Used to analyze firmware binaries

Firmwalker Simple bash script for searching a firmware file

system for interesting files with keywords such

as “password”,  “encryption” and much more.

Ghidra A program for reverse engineering binary files.

HackRF An SDR transceiver used to read and transmit

wireless signals.

Universal Radio Hacker (URH) A program for analyzing wireless protocol with

support for many different SDRs. URH is a

much more user-friendly program than the

more popular, but complex, GNU Radio.

Figure 5.1: A Table of tools that were used to capture and analyze the drone’s firmware and

Ocusync.

5.2 Accessing firmware

The firmware updates for the drone are administered through ground control. When running the

DJI Fly app, the user will get a prompt whenever a new drone firmware upgrade is available. The

drone firmware is downloaded through the app and transmitted to the drone via OcuSync from the

controller.

The firmware of the DJI Mini 2 was obtained through the website

dank-drone-downloader.com,  which hosts many firmwares of different DJI drone models and

different versions of those firmwares.

The content of the firmware is encrypted with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). A tool

suite called dji-firmware-tools can be used to decrypt the firmware. These tools contain many

leaked encryption keys from DJI, which are used in the decryption process.
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To ensure the integrity of firmware upgrades, the DJI system uses ARMs Trusted Execution

Environment (TEE)[37]. TEE is a secure area of the processor that protects the integrity of certain

code executions and helps keep sensitive data, such as encryption keys, secret. The encryption keys

receding in the TEE can be extracted by certain microarchitectural attacks[38]. This is how these

encryption keys are leaked.

Once the firmware was decrypted, Binwalk was used to extract the root file system, which

contains the entire Linux directory structure with all the firmware files. The file system contains

many DJI-specific script files and executable binaries.

5.3 Firmware analysis

By examining the firmware we discovered that the main processor, also called the flight controller,

is an Ambarella H22 System on Chip (SoC), which is a 32-bit ARMv7 processor. This is the same

processor that was used in the DJI Mavic Mini[49], the predecessor to the DJI Mini 2. This

processor specializes in processing high-resolution video and is capable of 4K image processing[50].

The processor is running Linux version 4.9.76 with GCC version 6.4.0 and Buildroot version

2016.08.1. It uses the popular UNIX utility tool for embedded systems called BusyBox.

A firmware analysis tool called Firmwalker was used on the file system to get a list of

interesting files. This gave us a good overview of what important files existed in the file system. We

found many crucial files in /usr/bin that all started with “dji_”, such as dji_flight, dji_network, and

dji_navigation. These are large binary files that do most of the actual handling of the drone’s

functionalities. We used Ghidra to decompile and examine these files. We also found many shell

scripts in /usr/bin and shell scripts for testing in /usr/bin/factory_test which test various

components of the drone.

5.4 Examining Ocusync

With the help of an SDR called HackRF and the program Universal Radio Hacker (URH), we were

able to analyze the wireless Ocusync communication between the drone and ground control.

Ocusync can automatically switch between 2.4 and 5 GHz frequency bands. During close

proximity and low interference, it prefers to use the 5 GHz frequency band for a higher data

transmission throughput. When the required close range of the 5 GHz band is exceeded, Ocusync

switches to the 2.4 GHz band to utilize its longer range.

5.4.1 Uplink communication

The uplink communication is the transmission sent from ground control to the drone. The

controller constantly sends signals to the drone, even when no control buttons are pressed. The

transmission is expected to carry control commands to the drone and we are not sure what

information is sent when the controller is idle.

Our analysis revealed that the uplink communication uses the Frequency-Hopping Spread

Spectrum (FHSS) transmission method. FHSS works by rapidly changing, or “hopping”, between

different frequencies in a pseudo-random manner[40].
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Figure 5.2 [53]: Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) example. FHSS contains multiple

channels (left image). These channels are picked and used, during a fixed interval, for data transfer

in a pseudo-random manner (right image).

Figure 5.3: Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) signal peaks captured from the uplink

communication. The red outline shows the historic positions of where the signals have been. The

horizontal axis shows the frequency and the vertical axis displays the amplitude.

FHSS is widely used by military radios[41]. Civilian application for FHSS includes; model cars,

airplanes, and drones. The main benefits of using FHSS over fixed-frequency transmission are:
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● Resilience to eavesdropping

● Resilience to jamming

● Resilience to narrowband interference

● Able to easily share frequency bands with other transmitters, due to the minimal

interference that FHSS introduces to a narrowband communication

Our measurements of the FHSS controller transmissions revealed that it transmits around the

frequencies from 2.39 to 2.49 (100MHz bandwidth), and from around 5.72 to 5.79 (70MHz

bandwidth). The time length of one peak signal is 10ms, and the frequency width is around 1.2 MHz.

The hopping sequence can be extracted remotely with an SDR[42], as described in chapter

1.8 Related work. This method requires deep knowledge of radio transmission and experience with

GNU Radio, which is a powerful, but complex, radio analysis program. FHSS is highly resilient to

jamming attacks if the hopping pattern is unknown to an attacker[42].

5.4.2 Downlink communication

The downlink communication is the transmission from the drone to ground control. This

transmission contains the live camera feed and other live information about the drone, such as its

positioning, speed, wind perception, and much more.

The downlink communication uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM),

which is a digital transmission system that can be used by wireless, as well as wired, systems. OFDM

is capable of transmitting high data rates, due to the densely overlapping carrier signals and the

multiple signals/channels used in parallel[39]. OFDM is used in applications such as digital

television and audio broadcasting, WiFi, and of course - drone downlink communications.

Figure 5.4 [39]: Basic concept of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).
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Figure 5.5: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signal/channel captured from

the downlink communication.

The demodulation process of OFDM requires many signal parameters to be known. These signal

parameters are only known to the transmitter and receiver but can be obtained by the third party

under certain conditions, and with a noticeable error margin, according to a research paper by K.

Mark[43], as described in chapter 1.8 Related work.

The OFDM downlink signal is occasionally transmitted over the same frequencies as the

FHSS uplink signals. These two signals then overlap each other. Due to the fast hopping of FHSS

and the broad bandwidth that it covers, the loss of these overlapping signals is minimal, as FHSS

quickly hops to another frequency without incurring data loss.
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￼

Figure 5.6: A OFDM downlink signal overlapping with FHSS uplink signals. The red outline shows

the historic positions of where the signals have been.

One thing to note is that we were only able to detect one OFDM signal/channel in our spectrum

analysis. OFDM consists of multiple signals/channels that transmit data in parallel[39], but we

experienced a strange behavior in our spectrum analysis, which might be due to the limitations of

what the HackRF is capable of receiving, which prevented us from detecting the other OFDM

signals/channels.

5.4.3 Ocusync summary

The uplink communication uses FHSS modulation, which keeps the control signals safe from

interference and eavesdropping. The downlink communication uses OFDM which allows Ocusync to

send large-high-quality video data with low latency. Both of these communication channels are

difficult for a third party to demodulate, due to the secret parameters that only the sender and

receiver are aware of.

Even if a third party gains access to these disclosed parameters, the Ocusync

communication is supposedly encrypted with AES[44]. When decompiling firmware binaries we

also discovered a couple of functions that indicate that at least the OFDM data is encrypted. We did

not investigate these functions further due to our limited research time, but they could prove

valuable for future work.

void gimbal_ofdm_data_decrypt(byte *data,uint destination,int condition){

uint current_data;

byte *pdata;

byte loop_data;
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byte *pnext_data;

if (1 < condition) {

loop_data = data[condition + -1];

pdata = data + condition + -1;

do {

current_data = (uint)loop_data;

pnext_data = pdata + -1;

loop_data = *pnext_data;

*pdata = DECRYPT_ARRAY[current_data] - loop_data;

pdata = pnext_data;

} while (data != pnext_data);

}

*data = DECRYPT_ARRAY[*data] - ((char)destination + (char)(destination / 0x1f) * -0x1f)

return;

}

Figure 5.7: Function called gimbal_ofdm_data_decrypt, found in the drone firmware. It

apparently handles the decryption of the downlink communication.

6 Penetration Tests

This chapter explains how our penetration tests of the DJI Mini 2 were conducted. We looked

specifically at vulnerabilities related to the Ocusync transmission technology.

We had planned to conduct Ocusync replay attacks on the drone, but due to not being able

to capture a clean signal in our eavesdrop penetration tests, we could not perform it.

Tools used to perform these penetration tests were a HackRF SDR with the Universal Radio

Hacker (URH) program.

6.1 Penetration test #1 - Uplink eavesdrop

The attack aims to successfully capture and interpret a single uplink FHSS signal.

6.1.1 Method

This attack started with connecting the controller to the drone and then placing the controller close

to the HackRF. Then URH was launched and the spectrum analysis tool was used to get a good

center point of an uplink peak. Then the signal was captured and analyzed in the interpretation tab.
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6.1.2 Result

Figure 6.1: Capture of a single uplink FHSS signal in analog view.

We were not able to interpret the signal properly into sensible data. The uplink signals seem to use

some type of Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation, based on the look of the carrier signals. PSK

modulation is a way of conveying data in signal form by changing the phase of the signal[52].

6.1.3 Discussion

Capturing the FHSS signal correctly turned out to be a practically difficult task. Many parameters

have to be set correctly, such as gain and sample rate. After a good capture, the signals need to also

be interpreted with additional parameters, such as noise, samples/symbols, and error tolerance.

The FHSS header structure was used to determine if our signal interpretation was correct.

This was done by setting parameters for signal interpretation and then turning the signals into bits.

Then those bits were compared to the FHSS header structure to see if header properties matched

the interpreted signal bits. Our signal interpretations never managed to fit the header properly, even

though we tried multiple different capture and interpretation parameters.

Figure 6.2 [45]: Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) header structure. Used to

verify correct FHSS signal capture and interpretation.

6.2 Penetration test #2 - Downlink eavesdrop

The aim of this attack is to successfully capture and interpret a single downlink OFDM signal.

6.2.1 Method

The same method was used as in 6.1.1, except that the drone was placed close to HackRF to read its

transmission. Then the center point of the OFDM signal mass was found, and the signal was then

captured.
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6.2.2 Result

Figure 6.3: Capture of a single downlink OFDM signal in analog view.

As with the previous penetration test, we were unable to capture and interpret an OFDM signal

properly. As with the uplink signals, these OFDM signals seem to be using some type of PSK

modulation.

6.2.3 Discussion

OFDM is a difficult transmission technology to capture and demodulate. Many unknown

parameters have to be obtained before attempting to demodulate the signals[47]. There are methods

for obtaining these parameters[43], as described in chapter 1.8 Related work, but we did not have

time to pursue this further.

6.3 Penetration test #3 - Ocusync Downlink Jamming

The aim of this attack is to successfully jamm the Ocusync communication. The uplink

communication is highly resistant to jamming due to the FHSS pseudo-random hopping pattern. If

the hopping pattern is unknown, then jamming is very difficult to accomplish[42]. OFDM is also

resistant to noise and intentional jamming[43]. We decided to test the downlink OFDM jamming

residence due to it being more susceptible to jamming than the uplinks FHSS.

6.3.1 Method

An OFDM signal was recorded with the HackRFs maximum bandwidth (20MHz) and maximum

gain. With the high gain, the signals turned into high-frequency noise. URH has a signal playback

functionality that was used to replay the recorded noise signal.
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6.3.2 Result

Figure 6.4: The DJI Fly app showing no disturbance when the jammer is turned off.

Figure 6.5: The DJI Fly app showing high disturbance when the jammer is turned on.

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show that the controller did discern the noise transmitted by the jammer.

Nevertheless, the live video transmission from the drone to the controller was still stable. There

were no signs of data loss when observing the live video with the jammer turned on.

6.3.3 Discussion

We suspect that the jamming barrage was not powerful enough to disrupt the downlink

communication. It may be due to limitations in how much power the HackRF can emit. The attack

only targeted a single OFDM signal/channel, which means that the other signals/channels were

unaffected by the jamming. This may be the reason for the stability of the video transmission during

the jamming attempt.
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With a more powerful SDR that is able to detect all channels, has a higher visible bandwidth that

captures the whole spectrum of OFDM transmission and has more powerful transmission

capabilities, this jamming attempt might have had a more successful outcome.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

This report has established a thorough threat model for the DJI Mini 2. The underlying system has

been deconstructed and analyzed in detail. Eavesdropping penetration tests were conducted on the

transmission technology Ocusync. The penetration tests were unsuccessful due to the difficult

nature of capturing and interpreting FHSS and OFDM signals without prior knowledge of hidden

parameters.

No major vulnerabilities to the DJI Mini 2 were found in this research. The penetration test

results show that Ocusync is highly resilient to eavesdropping due to its encrypted nature and the

underlying difficulty of demodulating the FHSS uplink signals and OFDM downlink signals. The

Ocusync jamming penetration test showed that OFDM uplink is resilient to jamming due to its wide

transmission band, multiple signals/channels, and general high noise resistance.

The drawbacks of this report are that Ocusyncs uses advanced transmission methods that

were hard for us to properly assess due to our inexperience in the field of wireless communication. A

collaboration with students in Electric Engineering would have been very beneficial for this report.

7.2 Limitations

The limitations of this report were our inexperience with radio communication. We chose to

investigate Ocusync, despite our inexperience with radio communication, due to it being the most

crucial entry point into the system. Much time was spent researching the basics of how radio waves

are transmitted and received. The limited time frame of this research did not allow us to spend

much time learning how to best capture and process a signal.

The limitations of the HackRF lead to an unsuccessful jamming attempt and to strange

capture results of the OFDM signals. Using a more powerful SDR for the analysis of FHSS and

OFDM would have been a better option.

7.3 Future work

Much future work could be conducted in this area of wireless penetration tests against Ocusync. By

following the methods in [42] the hidden FHSS parameters could be revealed by a blind third party,

which would allow eavesdropping and jamming of control signals. The methods in [43], as

described in chapter 1.8 Related work, could allow an attacker to reveal the hidden OFDM

parameters, which would give the attacker access to the payload of the OFDM signals.

Future work could be directed at jamming attempts with a SDR more capable than the

HackRF. We did not have time to examine the firmware of the controller, but it might have been

more useful for us to focus on that rather than to focus on the larger and more complex firmware of

the drone.

7.4 Reflections

Our research has revealed that DJI has taken security steps to ensure the integrity of its products.

They have secured the most crucial entry point for an attacker, namely the Ocusync connection

between ground control and drone, by encrypting it and using proprietary technology that is hard

for an outsider to tamper with.
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As DJI aims to introduce its drones into more enterprise sectors, it is good to see that they

have taken security measures seriously. It is a great sign for the future of our society, as we become

evermore drone-reliant.
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